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NIL  SUBRINGS  OF  ENDOMORPHISM  RINGS

OF MODULES

JOE W.  FISHER

Abstract. Let M be an Tî-module and let EndB(M) be the

ring of all i?-endomorphisms of M. If M is Artinian, then each nil

subring of EndÄ(M)is nilpotent. If Mis Noetherian, then the indices

of nilpotency of the nil subrings of EndÄ(Ai) are bounded.

Introduction. In [6] Procesi and Small showed that if M is a Noetherian

7?-moduIe and if R satisfies a polynomial identity, then each nil subring

of EndR(M) is nilpotent. Later Small [4] removed the hypothesis on R

and proved that if M is Noetherian, then each nil subring of EndB(M) is

nilpotent. This raises the dual question: If M is Artinian, then is each nil

subring of EndÄ(Ai) nilpotent? We give a proof which does provide an

affirmative answer; moreover, it can be immediately dualized to give a

proof of Small's theorem.

§2 is an appropriate place to include the following joint result of the

author and Lance W. Small (who kindly gave his permission to me to

publish it here): If M is a Noetherian A-module, then the indices of

nilpotency of the nil subrings of EndR(M) are bounded. In proving this

we also show that if M is an injective Noetherian 7?-module, then the

Jacobson radical of Endñ(M) is nilpotent. Putting this together with well-

known results, we obtain that the endomorphism ring of an injective

Noetherian module is semiprimary.

At the end of the paper the author poses two questions which arise

from this work.

1. Endomorphism rings of Artinian modules. Throughout this paper, R

will denote an associative ring which does not necessarily have a unity

and M will denote a right A-module.

Lemma 1.1. If M is an Artinian R-module, then S=EndR(M) satisfies

the ascending chain condition on left annihilators.

Proof. We note that M becomes a faithful left S-moduIe via (f>-m=

4>(m), <f> e S, m e M. In order to show that S satisfies the ascending chain
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condition on left annihilators, we will show equivalently that S satisfies

the descending chain condition on right annihilators. Suppose that

AX^A2^- • •=>/!,:=• • • is a descending chain of right annihilators in S.

Then AXM=>A2M^>- • -=>AiM^>- ■ ■ is a descending chain of i?-sub-

modules of M. Hence at some point AkM=Ak+xM=- • • . If (f>Ak+x=0

with $eS, then <f>AkM=0. Since Af is a faithful ^-module, cf>Ak=0.

Therefore Ak=Ak+x.

A ring R is said to be left T-nilpotent if for each sequence {xn} of ele-

ments in R there exists an « such that XjX2- • -xn=0.

Lemma 1.2. Let S be a ring which satisfies the ascending chain condition

on left (right) annihilators. Then a subring N of S is nilpotent if and only if

N is left (right) T-nilpotent.

Proof.    See Fisher [1, Proposition 1.5].

The following lemma is contained in the proof of Fisher [1, Theorem

1.1],

Lemma 1.3. Let S be a ring which satisfies the ascending chain condition

on left annihilators and let Nbe a nil subring of S which is not left T-nilpotent.

Then there exists a sequence {xn} of elements in N such that (a) xxx2- • -xn j^O

for each n, and (b) xxx2- ■ •x„xi=0 for each n~^.i.

Proof. We say that xxe N has an infinite chain if there exists a

sequence {xj in N such that xxx2 ■ -xt^0 for each t. Since N is not left

F-nilpotent, there exist elements in N which have an infinite chain. Let

l(xx), the left annihilator of xx, be maximal in {l(y):y e N has an infinite

chain}. Inductively we find xn such that l(xn) is maximal in {l(y):yeN

and xxx2- • -xn_xy has an infinite chain}. It is now easy to verify that

/(xt) = /(x¿x¿+1- • -xi+]) for each /' and/

We claim that xxx2 ■ -x^i—O for each «_7. If XjX2- • -x„xt?íO, then

xxx2 ■ •xnx,xi+1- ■ -Xj.5^0 for each k since /(x!) = /(xixi+1- • -xk) for each

k. Hence XjX2- • -x^x^-,,.!- • -xnXi has an infinite chain. It follows from

the maximality of /(x¿) that /(x¿xi+1- • •xnx,)=/(x!). However this is

impossible since x¿xi+1- • -x„ is nilpotent.

Lemma 1.4. Let X, Y, Z be submodules of M. If X^ Y, X+Z= Y+Z,
andXnZ= YC\Z, then X= Y.

Proof.   Evident.

Now we come to the main theorem in this paper which was announced

in Fisher [3].

Theorem 1.5. If M is an Artinian R-module, then each nil subring of

EndR(M) is nilpotent.
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Proof. Let A be a nil subring of S=EndR(M). We claim that N is

left J-nilpotent, and therefore nilpotent by Lemma 1.1 and Lemma 1.2.

Suppose that N is not left T-nilpotent. Then it follows from Lemma 1.3

that there exists a sequence {<pn} of elements in N such that (a)

^i^2- ' ■<r)n5^0 for each n, and (b) <f>i(j>2 • -</>n</>¿=0 for each «_/'. Set

sj=(f>1tf>2- ■ -<¡>j for each j. Then SiM=>s2M=>- • -=>j3Af=>- • ■ is a

descending chain of A-submoduIes of M. Hence at some point skM=

sk+1M=- ■ • . Whence M=K.er Si+<t>i+iM for each i>k since for each

me M there exists m e M such that sim=si+xm' and m=(m—<pi+1m')+

<j>i+xm'. From (b) we have that for each /_&, <f>i+1M<^Kersn for each

«>i. Thence A/=Ker5¿+ r)n>iKersn for each ¡_rV. It follows from

this and Lemma 1.4 that the following chain is a strictly descending chain

of A-submodules of M:

Ker sk Z2 [Ker sk n Ker sk+x]

t

H Ker Si

This contradiction proves the claim and therefore the theorem.

2. Endomorphism rings of Noetherian modules. The results in this

section were obtained jointly with Lance Small. The following theorem

is due to Lance Small and appears in Goldie-Small [4].

Theorem 2.1. If M is a Noetherian R-module, then each nil subring of

EndB(A7) is nilpotent.

Proof.    Dualize the proof of Theorem 1.5 or see Goldie-Small [4].

We will proceed to show that if M is a Noetherian A-module, then the

indices of nilpotency of the nil subrings of End^M) are bounded. For the

remainder of this section we let S=EndR(M) and define Z={</> e5:Ker <f>

is an essential A-submodule of M). An A-module M is said to have finite

dimension n if M contains a direct sum of n nonzero A-submodules and

each direct sum of nonzero A-submodules of M has at most n terms.

Theorem 2.2. If an R-module M has dimension n, then each ascending

chain and each descending chain of left annihilators in S\Z have less than

n+1 strict inclusions.

Proof.    See the proof of Fisher [2, Theorem 1.3].

Corollary 2.3. If an R-module M has dimension n, then each nil

subring of S/Z is nilpotent and the indices of nilpotency of the nil subrings

of S/Z are bounded by n+l. Moreover, if Z is nilpotent with index of

nilpotency k, then each nil subring of S is nilpotent and the indices of nil-

potency of nil subrings of S are bounded by k(n+1).

Proof.   See the proof of Fisher [2, Corollary 1.5],
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Proposition 2.4.    If M is a Noetherian R-module, then Z is nilpotent.

Proof. First we note that S satisfies the ascending chain condition on

right annihilators by Procesi-Small [6, Lemma]. Thus by Lemma 1.2 it

suffices to show that Z is right F-nilpotent.

Let {<f>n} be a sequence of elements in Z. Set Sj=4>¡' ■ -<i>2<f>x- Then

Ker sx<= Ker s2c • • -crKers^c- • • is an ascending chain of /?-submod-

ules of M. Hence at some point Ker sk=K.er sk+x=- • ■ . From this we

obtain that skMC\K.er <f>k+x = {0}. Since Ker <¡>k+x is an essential /?-sub-

module of M, it follows that skM—0. Wherefore sk=cf>k- • •</>2(/)1=0.

Therefore Z is right F-nilpotent.

Corollary 2.5. If M is an infective (quasi-injective) Noetherian R-

module, then EndR(M) is semiprimary.

Proof. It is well known [5] that HndR(M) is semiperfect and that Z

is the Jacobson radical of EndB(M). Since Z is nilpotent, it follows that

End^M) is semiprimary.

Theorem 2.6. If M is a Noetherian R-module, then the indices of

nilpotency of the nil subrings of EndR(M) are bounded.

Proof.   The result follows from Proposition 2.4 and Corollary 2.3.

We conclude this paper by posing the following two questions: (1) Do

there exist injective Noetherian J?-modules which are not Artinian? and

(2) If M is an Artinian .R-module, then are the indices of nilpotency of

the nil subrings of EndR(M) bounded as they are in the Noetherian case?

If, in addition, M is finitely generated, then the answer to (2) is affirmative.
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